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1. Introduction. In the development of continuum theories of mechanics and ther-
modynamics, nonstandard formulations often are difficult to motivate and/or to jus-
tify. Even if it is possible to add the desired terms to more conventional theories
without violating physical laws, this usually raises questions regarding the implicit
exclusion of other, perhaps equally appropriate, terms or regarding the particular
choices of format of the terms. A straightforward way of dealing with some of these
questions is to rephrase the assumptions of the theory in global form, putting the
fundamental assumptions in terms that one hopes are closer to experience or exper-
iment. This line of development can be traced back to the beginning of continuum
theory but is traditionally associated with the name of Cauchy. Noll [Nl] inaugurated
the modern approach, and he was followed in his study of conventional continuum
theory by Gurtin and Williams [GW] and Fischer and Leitman [FL] and more re-
cently by Gurtin and Martins [GMa], Gurtin, Williams, and Ziemer [GWZ], Silhavy
[SI], and others. In the more controversial models, which include nontraditional
kinematics, there have been applications to various sorts of mixture theories and
structured continua. One area that involves only moderate structure and that seems
very appropriate to applications of this method is that of a continuum which carries
a moving surface having a distinct structure. Leitman and Fischer [LF] inaugurated
such a study in the case of surfaces that are material, that is, that move with the
motion of the continuum, and this was pursued by Gurtin and Murdoch [GMu].
The formal treatment of nonmaterial surfaces was considered in part by Williams
[W] and continued by Pfenning [P], This paper is an extension of the last two works.
In both [W] and [P] only classical balance equations were considered, but this led
to a set of equations that clearly were inadequate to model such situations as phase
transitions; in [P] it was found that the notion of surface tension, central to many
physical models of phase boundaries, was not compatible with the notion that the
transition surface was nonmaterial. In this work we go further, considering, as in
[P], the three-dimensional body and the surface to be distinct objects and deriving
separate balance and interaction equations, but here allowing a more rich interac-
tion between the two than appears in [P], and we are led to a second set of balance
relations and the reintroduction of the equivalent of a surface tension. The idea of
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separate balances was suggested to us by the recent work of Gurtin and Struthers
[GS,G], who use a quasi-formal presentation of the theory. In that work the sec-
ond set of balance equations is introduced via a notion of frame-indifference of the
reference motion; we prefer to regard the corresponding equations as arising from
a principle of symmetry and believe that our derivation is more straightforward. In
fact, the physical quantities that we find (the material stress tensor, etc.) do not
correspond exactly to those of [GS], although there are obvious correspondences and
parallels, and the resulting balance equations are rather similar.1

We consider the situation in which a surface of transition traverses a body, with
possibly profound changes in the physical structure of the body occurring across the
surface, modeling the solidification of a crystalline solid from a melt or flow through
a shock wave. Formally, we choose to regard the body as a structured continuum: a
partial superposition of the two bulk bodies and of the two-dimensional surface. The
interactions among the three are modeled in standard ways, but we allow the power
function to depend upon all the various velocities. The classical force and moment
balance equations are derived based on a principle of frame-indifference [N2, GR],
and the nonclassical equations from a principle of invariance.

While the significance of a formal theory such as this is that the axioms are com-
plete and the results derivable with no further assumptions, the mathematics involved
for the proofs and derivations is not difficult and follows from that in [W] and [Pf]
so that we feel justified in including at most sketches of proofs, emphasizing instead
the unique features of the representations.

2. Kinematics, structure. Our setting is 3-dimensional Euclidean space J? with
translation space 'V. The material body 38 is a smooth region (regularly closed,
with piecewise smooth boundary), which is divided into two smooth regions 38
and 38_ by a surface S?. N, the normal vector to S?, is chosen to point from
38_ into 38+ . We consider collections of smooth closed subsets of 38 and of 38_
and smooth closed subsets of 5?. We make the distinction that this is a structured
continuum by considering 38+ , 38_ , and 3? as distinct bodies, which happen to
coincide in position. In particular, if a part & includes a part 32 of & on its
boundary, we must distinguish between 3H as a part of 83s and 3? as an element
of the material universe which may interact with 3° . To simplify notation, we will
suppose that 5? shares no area with 838 .

This is emphasized by the fundamental assumption which we make, that the ma-
terial collection has associated to it a vector space F of velocity fields V :=
(v+ > v_ > v) > where v± is defined on 38± , respectively, and v is defined on 5?.
This is the field of velocities on which the power functions act. Note that v is

'Our presentation differs from that of [GS] in that we do not introduce reference configurations and mate-
rial description of the motion; we work only in the current configuration, which allows great simplification
of notation. To formulate constitutive equations for solid bodies it is necessary to introduce such concepts
and to connect them to the "Eulerian" kinematics, which we utilize. Cf. Sec. 9.
2This corresponds to the principle of invariance under change of lattice observers of Gurtin and Struthers;
there is no practical difference in this case, but in general our point of view, based on a notion of material
symmetry, may prove more restrictive in other situations.
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supposed to be defined on S? as well as in the interior of 38± . In the next section
we shall introduce the assumption that the power exerted on an element acts upon the
velocity defined on that element and, hence, that the power functions associated to
each of & and £% may involve all of the three fields v,v |y, and v_ | ̂  . Formally,
we require that each field be C1 on its domain, including the boundary.3 Of course
it is essential to allow the bulk velocities to differ on the surface S?, subject to the
law of balance of mass, in view of the applications we have in mind. In these cases,
there is a transfer of substance between the bodies, and thus velocities at the surface
may differ in any manner. It is worth noting that, since the normal vector N points
from 38_ to 38+ , positive values of (v - v ) • N correspond to loss of volume of
38+ , and negative values to gain of volume; the opposite rule governs for 38_ . One
constitutive constraint that will enter into our considerations is that the surface will
be supposed to be nonmaterial, that particles on 5? have no physical identity, which
will require the effective part of v to be parallel to N. This requirement means that
the motion of the surface parallel to itself is only a mathematical construct: there
is no reason to identify apparent motion of the surface parallel to itself as having
physical significance, as there is no associated movement of particles and hence no
change of state of the system. Normal motion of the surface, on the other hand, has
a natural physical interpretation.4

We require, moreover, that the space of velocities includes all rigid velocity fields:
fields of the form (R(c, t2)3) where

R(x) = c + Q(jk - z)

with c any given vector, £2 any given skew tensor, and z any point of if. Like-
wise we will require, for any (v, v , v_) e F and any rigid field R(c, Q), that
{y + R(c, Q), v+, v_) e F.

3. Mass, energy, entropy, heat, and power. In this section we shall find represen-
tations for these quantities (denoted M, E , S, H , and P , respectively) based on
bounds on additive set functions on the material universe . These follow imme-
diately from results in [W] and [GW], and so we will only discuss the aspects of the
results that are peculiar to the current formulation. In particular, we will present no
proofs; see [P] for verifications.

3.1. Assumption. We suppose given

M
E
S
H

Jt

(J? x Jt=)dis —► R, P : (Jt x J?e)dis x F'dis ' J ~ ^ /dis

where M, E, and S are additive, H is biadditive, and P is biadditive in its first

3The choice is made for convenience; as with the smoothness assumed for the sets involved, one can
broaden all concepts to weaker formulations: the basic results will not change.
4The first systematic use of this observation apparently was by Moeckel [M],
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two arguments, linear in its last argument. Here the notation (-)dis indicates disjoint
pairs from the product.

These are standard assumptions for the mass, energy, entropy, heat flux, and power
functions. The representation of these set functions in terms of integrals follows
directly from bounds for them in terms of volume V , area A , and length L 5

To save over-elaborate notation and quantifications, let us agree that 3° and €
are to be parts of 38±, and 31 and parts of S?. The statements below are
presumed to be valid for each choice of 3P, (§, and 32, unless other restrictions
are stated. The additivity assumptions made above allow us to specify bounds in
terms of these quantities alone, leaving aside compound elements which are unions
of sets from 38^ , 38_ , or 5?.

3.2. Assumption. There exist scalars a, /?, y, S such that for all admissible
values of the arguments

\M{3°)\ < aV(3°),
\E(3B)\ < aV{3>),
\S{3S)\ < aV{3°),

\H(&,£)\ < yA{36 n&XS*),
\H(3°, ^e)| < yA{3° n d&) + SV(3B),

| P{3° ,@\V)\< yA{3° n €\5"),
\P(3B, 38t; V)\ < yA{3° n d38) + SV{3s),

\E{3?)\ < 0A{3?),
\H{31 ̂ )\ < yL(3l V\!T),

|H(32, 38z)| < yL{3? n d&) + 6A{3?),
\P{3Z V)\ < yL{3?C\ 3r),

\P(3? V)\ < yL(3l r\038) +SV{3?),

and for the surface-solid interactions

|H{3? ,3°)\ < yA(3?n3B),
\H{3B,3?)\ < yA{3Br3?),

|P(3? ,3°\ V)\ < yA(3? n P),
\P{HP, 31; V)\ < yA{3° r\32).

Remark. Note that we require that regions on opposite sides of the surface 5?
exchange heat and power only by using y as a courier; under our structure such
elements are not considered to be in contact. Leaving aside the terms that enforce
this requirement, the bounds are in familiar form.

These bounds lead by standard arguments to integral representations for each

5As proved by Silhavy in [S2], it is sufficient to assume that the bounds be expressible in terms of integrals
of integrable functions.
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quantity, as we illustrate by first giving those for M, E, S, and H:

M(3S) = [ pdV, M(SI) = 0,
J&

E{3°) = [ EdV, E(3?) = [ sdA,
J 3s '.<%

S{3°) = [ SdV, S{&)= f rjdA
J.9° J.91

and

qa^dA, -H(3>, <%')=[ qd^dA+[rdV,
Jd3°ne Jd3°n^e J 3°

H(3°, 31) = f q^± dA, H{3?, 3°) = f q^± dA,
J3°n3l J.&r\3°

H{31, ST) = [ qg3i dL, H(R, Be) = [ qgS? dL+ [ r^dA.
J.9?n.T J 31 n3&* J 31

Discussion of the power functions is complicated by the dependence on the veloc-
ity field V. To simplify discussion we shall assume that the material is nonpolar,
anticipating that as a consequence the densities of the power function at a point x
will be linear functions of the value of the velocity fields defined at x rather than
more general linear functions of the germ of the velocities at x (cf. [W] and [P]
for details).6 Note also that we choose to replace each linear function F of the
absolute velocities by a linear function G, which is expressed in terms of the relative
velocities:

F(y, v+, V_) = G(v, v - v+ , v - v_).

Then we have for the power function

P{3° ,V) = f td^-y±dA,
J d 3" r\S

P{3° , 31, V) = [ t^± • v± + r^± • (v - v±) dA ,
J 3"r\3l

P(3l, 3°, V) = [ ty,± • V + • (v - v±) dA,
J^r\3>

P(3Z ,3r,V)=[ t8<sp ■ v + • (v - ▼ ) + x~m -(v-\_)dL,

P(3B , &, V) = [ tdgs ■ v± dA + f b • v± dV
J3*

+ [ b^±-v± + 0^±-(\-y±)dA,
J3t'n9'

P(3?, 3§*, V) = [ t„„-vdL + f b»-v
Jd3lr\^c J31

+ P^+ • (v - v+) + • (v - y_)dA .

It may occur that couple-stresses are significant in some applications. It is not difficult to add these effects
to the theory we present, although the expression of the energy equation becomes much more complex.
In [P] Pfenning develops such a theory.
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The choice of v± in these equations, of course, is to be in accord with the location
2P d38±.

Some terms in these representations are relatively standard: the stress vector tg3s
represents forces exerted by one part of the bulk body on another, and ta^ is the
corresponding surface stress vector, representing forces exerted between parts of the
surface. Likewise, b can be the standard body force (e.g., gravity) on the bulk matter,
and by, the corresponding term on the surface. The other force terms are nonstan-
dard, and we will have to examine them in the context of the balance equations and
of the entropy inequality.

As remarked earlier, since we suppose the surface to be nonmaterial, the normal
part of v is the only part that has physical significance. Thus we shall require that
the working be the same for velocity triples (v, v+ , v_) and (v, v , v_) for which

v • N = v • N,
and note that, as a consequence, the corresponding force terms ty± , tg^ , and b^>
are parallel to N.

4. Time rates of change; balance of mass. We now assume that the above set
functions are specified as part of a (smooth) process parameterized by time t and
examine the form that the corresponding derivatives take. All densities thus are
functions of position and of time, and the surface evolves in time as previously
noted. We will assume that the densities p, E, and S are smooth on 38± and that
e and r\ are smooth. Then we consider typical terms

Y{^)= f *VdV, Y(3?) = [ tydA.
J3° J 31

and take the derivative of each term with respect to time. Naturally, we suppose that
3" is transported by the velocity field v+ or v_ as appropriate, and since the surface
5? does not have a material (standing) identity, we will compute the derivative as
following the normal velocity field v • N. (To use another velocity would introduce
spurious transfer terms, which then would be balanced with corresponding terms
introduced for the power and heat functions and so finally eliminated.)

With this in mind we calculate that

Y{3°) := ^-Y{3°) = [ x¥ + x¥divy±dVT f 4/±(v-v±)-NdA
dt Jge J&>

and
d

Y{3?):=-rY(3?)= [ y/ — i//k\ -NdA.dt J>31

Here the superposed dot in 4* denotes the usual material or transported derivative,
O

while the circle in if/ denotes the corresponding derivative of y/ following the normal
transport of the surface. ¥± denotes the trace of the function on the appropriate
side of the surface 5?. We use k to denote twice the mean curvature (cf. [GM])
and recall that our convention has N pointing from 38_ to 38+ .

We apply this first to the law of balance of mass:

^> = 0.
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Since this holds for each element of the collection, we see that for F-almost every
point in 38\9P,

p + p div v± = 0,
while /4-almost everywhere on the surface, since the surface has no mass, balance of
mass flux takes the form

P+{y ~ v+) • N = p_(v — v_) • N.
Notice that only the normal component of the relative velocities enters. We shall call
the term

M '■= p+{y - v ) • N = p_{y - v_) • N
the mass transport across the surface.

To obtain compact representations for the densities of the derivatives, we shall
choose the traditional format for the energy and entropy functions. Assuming that
p is strictly positive, we may choose to write E and 5 in the alternative form

E{&>)= [ pedV,
J&>

S{&>)= [ psdV,
J&>

for the parts of 38\SP, leaving the form for the parts of the surface as written. We
then obtain the derivatives in the form

E(3°) = [ pedV-p [ Me±dA,
J30 J&> n?

S{3°) = [ psdV^f [ Ms±dA,
J&>

E(3?) = f e-SK\-NdA,
J3l

S(3l) = [ rj - rjKV • N dA.
J31

5. Forces due to momentum transfer. The formal structure that we have introduced
leaves the momentum terms of the force balance as part of the working effect of the
external world 38z (D'Alembert's principle). To analyze the other terms it is useful
to reintroduce the traditional notation for these. Since we do not introduce any
esoteric forms of mass, the momentum terms are traditional: the rate of change of
the kinetic energy for a general subbody s>/ is

~\f \p+(y+)2 + f \p-(?-)2iJ s? n&+ Js/rxSS- ^

= / />+(*+)-v++ /
Jsfr\&+

+ [ J2(* - v_) • N - \p+(v+)2(v - Y+) • N.
Js/rS* ^

Examining the cases C 38^ and stf C 38_ and comparing to the representation
for P(sf , 38*, V) suggests that

b = be - p±v±.
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Here be is to be the external body force. For the surface term in P(sf , 33*, V) we
assume7

= ~2P-(y - ▼_)*_ = ~2My- '

b^+-^+(v-v+)v+ = ^Mv+.

The internal forces generated by the exterior, denoted by fi^± and JJy,± , may have
an effect in the case of massy surfaces, but since it seems unlikely that they enter in
the current case we shall assume them to be zero:

= 0 > 0.
6. Balance of forces. In this and the next section we come to the crux of our

discussion. To derive the balance of forces one need only invoke a condition of
invariance under change of frame for the working (alt. energy balance) over complete
systems, as first shown by Noll [N2] and Green and Rivlin [GR]. Thus, for example,
we shall require that the function

V) P{3°, , V) + P{&>,^, V) + P{3>,&e, V)
be invariant under superposed rigid motions (changes of frame). We also must treat
elements in S?.

V ■-» ,3?e,V) := P{32, SP\&, V) + P{&, & , V) + P{&>, , V)
and, in order that compound elements 3° \j3l are also subject to a similar condition
we need to require invariance of

V •—> P{&> ,&,V) + P{3?
The resulting calculations deliver the equations of balance of force and of moment
for our system.

The significant terms with which we deal are

P{3° ,&>e,V)= [ ta^ • v± dA + [ b • v. dV
J d£P\SP J3°

+ U± • V, + t^± • (v - V.) + b og± ■ v. + ■ (v - v.) dA ,

P{3° , , V) + P(3? ,3B,V)=( t<g± ■ v± + • (v - v±) dA

+ ty± -v + t^± • (v-v±)dL4,
J3lr&>

and

P(&,&°,V)= f W-v + r^-(v-v ) + rg3l-{y-y_)dL,
Jd3l

+ I b^-\ + • (v - v ) + ■ (v - v_)
J 31

+ to,. • V + Ta, • (V - V ) + t™ • V + T a>_ • (v - V_) dA .

'Formally there is another option: to presume that this term acts via v — v± in the form of the interaction
force 0 ; but this would imply that the momentum transfer vector must be normal to the surface, which
in general is not reasonable.
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Considering the invariance of total power for 3° c 38^ one finds

f ^ri<7> dA + f dA + [ ba, dA 4- f b dV — 0
Jd3°\sr Jd3° nS* Jd3°ny J&>

and

/ xAtfl,+ / xAL, + / xAba, ^ + / xAbi/F = 0.
Jd3°\5" Jd&rxy Jd&nS" J3°ld& r& Jd3"ny

For parts 3d , which intersect S* at most in zero area, assuming the needed smooth-
ness, this leads to the usual results (cf. [Nl, GW]) via hatbox and tetrahedron argu-
ments: there exists a symmetric stress tensor T on 38± that satisfies

div T + b = 0, Tn = ta^,,
whenever n is the exterior normal to 33°. One may also show (cf. [W]) that the
stress tensor may be defined ^4-ae on S? and, by a hatbox argument, that ^4-almost
everywhere on the surface 3?

~T+N = +

and

T_N = X3S_ + bgs_ .
The two equations on S? combine to create the jump condition-.

(T_ - T+)N = —(tgj_ + t^,+) + (b+ b^+).

For parts of the surface we get8

[ *3.5? dL+ f tcf + + b y, dA = 0
Jd& J 31

and may apply arguments of Gurtin and Murdoch ([GMu], also cf. [P]) to show
results similar to the above result: there exists a stress tensor field which is
symmetric and tangential (defined on tangent vectors and tangent-vector valued),
such that

div^ +1^+ + + b^ = 0, Tj,i/ = tga
where v is the exterior normal to 31 (in the tangent space) and div^, is the surface
divergence. However, as we have remarked (cf. [P]), the forces acting on v are all
normal, so is both normal and tangential, and thus

I> = 0
Hence the surface force balance reduces to

+ V- + = 0.
The interaction-workings between 38± and 5? yield

The fact that we require the velocity v to be normal to the surface does not affect Murdoch and Gurtin's
computations, as is shown by Pfenning [Pf, pp. 66-68).
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which can be combined with the other balance equations to yield the equation

[T+ - T_]N + = -b^+ - bgg_

or

[T+ - r_]N + = M(v_ - v+).9

This is the jump-equation for the stresses. Leaving aside the body force on the surface,
the last equation expresses that the jump in the stresses across the surface balances
the momentum transfer. This result arises because the surface stress is zero and is
exactly that predicted in the classical formulation [W, p. 234], Surface stress effects
can enter through the other interaction terms, as we shall see in the next section.

7. Material balance of forces. The interaction terms involving relative velocities
are novel. Their presence here formally is due to our modeling the surface-bulk
aggregate as a structured continuum. Physically, they represent the power expended
to change the shape of the surface and, thus, are central to the theory. Since these
terms do not fall into the traditional form of continuum mechanics, there is no guide
to the construction of the corresponding interaction forces. 10 Gurtin and Struthers
[GS] re-express the representation in the reference configuration of one of the bulk
phases, e.g., 38 , and assume that the working is invariant under superposition of
rigid motions on v - v+ ; they refer to this as lattice frame indifference. We prefer
to take another point of view, regarding any such requirement of invariance under
modification of the relative velocities as an expression of material symmetry. We
consider a thought-experiment to illustrate our argument: suppose that the body 38_
consists of a crystalline solid phase, say in a simple cubic lattice, while the body 38+
is a liquid phase, and that the surface of separation moves parallel to itself into the
liquid so that deposition is occurring on the solid. After a certain time consider the
situation: the surface has exactly the same form, the only change in energy being the
cost of attachment of a particle to the crystal. This energy expense may be regarded as
an exchange of energy between the phases; in particular, neither P{38 ,3?,V) nor
P{38_ , 3*, V) need be zero, but the net exchanges P{38+ ,3?, V) + P(3, 38+ , V)
and P{38_ ,3?, V) + P(3*, 38_ , V) will be zero. Also, there is no power required
to change the shape of the surface; it has not changed; hence, P(S", 3^e , V) is zero.
We might consider also a rigid rotation: if the surface is rotated thereby in its own
plane, then there is no essential change in the surface, but if the rotation is out of
this plane then the orientation of the surface relative to the lattice is changed, and we
must say that the surface has been altered. In particular, it is clear that the structure
of the lattice is very significant in this argument: if each phase were amorphous, we
9 In the interaction balances involving elements of the body and Zft of the surface, one might wonder

at the absence of terms representing the transport of area of 31 through the boundary of & [FDW, GSW],
In formulating the balance it suffices to consider first for which no such terms occur: the resulting
detailed balance then ensures that the transport terms in the general case will be zero. The only exception
is the case in which = 3B , which generates new boundary terms.
10 See Capriz's monograph [C] for a discussion of the form which such balances usually take in the theory

of continua with microstructure. In fact, we believe that our methods as presented here should prove
useful in these contexts.
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would expect invariance under the full group of rotations. (In addition, it is clear
that these arguments are to be applied only locally; the relation of the rotation to
the local tangent plane is what is significant.) It is clear, however, that invariance
under the group of translations is always to be expected. We treat the consequences
of that first, deferring the more involved discussion of invariance under rotations.
To summarize: under transformations, which consist of a rigid translation of the
surface relative to both bulk segments, we will suppose that each of

P{&> ,&,V) + P(,9!, 3°, V), P{3? ,3?e,V)

is unchanged, for all parts & of S? and 9° of .
Suppose that the velocity of the surface is modified by any rigid translation c

(equivalent, in light of the invariance under rigid motions, to allowing both v+ and
v_ to be modified by -c)

V = (v, v+, vj (v + c, v+, v_),

and consider the effect on the terms

P(&>, &, V) + P{31, &, V) = [ ta± •v± + r^,± -{v-v±)dA,

and

P{^,^\ V) = f ta^-y +
J 831

JJ.<%

+ / ty± ■ v + t• (v - v±) dA
J 31 n3°

+ / • v + P^+ ■ (v - v+) + • (v - v_)

+ t>+ ■ v + t>+ • (v - v+) + tr/,_ • v + xs>_ • (v - v_) dA .

Of course some terms vanish because of the balance of forces; those that remain are

/
+ t -f" T dA

I Xd3l + Xd9l dL+ f ty+ + x&>- + py, + dA
J 3.9! J 31

0,

= 0.

Since the first of these is required to hold for all c :

Similarly, using the arguments already mentioned in the previous section, we discover
that the second implies the existence of a material stress tensor field T defined on
tangent vectors such that

div^T + T^+ + T>_ -0, tV = T^+T~a.

The material force balance equation reduces by use of the above relations and by use
of the corresponding balance of forces to

div^, T + = 0
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or
div^ r - [T+ - T_]N - xa+ - xgs_ = M(v+ - v_).

This forms our fundamental equation of balance of surface forces.
Finally, let us remark that if we assume that the surface is isotropic, so that the

local working is invariant under local tangent-plane rotations, it would follow that
the material stress tensor T would be tangential and symmetric.

8. Balance of energy. For use in the following equations we need to examine the
form that the net working takes in light of the various representations and assump-
tions of the previous sections. First,

Then

P{&>, 9°*, V) = f T±n • v± dA + [ b -v dV
Jd3"\S* J.9>

+ / ta± -v± + T^± .(v-v±) + ba±-v± + fia±-(v-y±)dA
J 3s nS*

= [ T± • Vv± dV + [ t^± ■ (v- \±)dA.
J 3s J 3° nS*

P{9° ,3?, V) + P(32,3°,V)= f \s± • v± + • (v - v±) dA

+ t^i-v + r ̂ ±-(v-v±)dA
J Stn3"

= *0* ' v± + • v± dA
J sins'

= 0.
This means that under our assumptions, there is no net exchange of power between
the bulk and the surface elements.

Finally,

P{& ,£?e,V)=[ td^-v + Tg^-(v- v ) + r~d3l -(y-v_)dL,
J d 31

+ I • v + ft#, ■ (v - v ) + p^_ '• (v - v_)
J 31

+ • v + t^+ • (v - v+) + ts,_ ■ v + X9>_ ■ (v - v_) dA

= [ TT-V^(v-v_) + r^+-(v_-y )dA+ [ tgSl-(v_-y )dL.
J 31 J d 31

Now we turn to the expression of the equation of balance of energy. We have
supposed that E (and hence E) is additive and has bounds which ensure that the
representations

E(&>) = [ pedV^f [ Me.dA,
J3° J3>c\.7'

£{&) = [ e — e/cv • N dA
J.91

are valid. 
'1 In fact, it is possible to show that the additivity of E follows from the requirement of balance of

energy, excepting only the cases 3d U 3! and in which the two parts in question span the surface.
Thus our assumption of additivity can be regarded as being essential only for those cases (cf. [P, p. 23]).
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The governing balance equations now are

E(3>) = P(3>, 3° , V) + H(3, 3>),
E(3l) = P{& ,32e,V) + H(3l , 3le),

0 = P(3S ,3H,V) + P{31 ,3>,V) + H{3>, 32) + H(32, 3).

Balance of all combined parts is ensured by these equations, the assumptions of
additivity, and the measure-bounds that we have assumed.

We now expand these equations, using all of the above representations. For the
first, balance of energy for 3 ,

I pedV t [ Me±dA= f T±-Vv±^K+ f t^± • (v - v±) dA
J&> J3° ny ruS"

+ rdV + / qdS„ dA+ q@± dA.
J3" Jd3"\S^ J3° nS"

We can apply this to all 3 that do not intersect 3? and use standard arguments to
deduce the existence of vector fields q± on 38± that satisfy

q± • n = qggfi on d3>\9?.

Then we can see, as for the force representations, that q± can be defined on 5? as
well, where they satisfy

-q+ • N = q^+ + Me+ + r^+ ■ (v - v+),
q_ • N = - Me_ + Xgg_ - (▼ — ▼_),

and, as a consequence, the jump condition

(q_ - q+) • N = q%+ + qsg_ + M(<?+ - e_) + t^+ ■ (v - v+) + r^_ ■ (v - v_).

This equation is of particular significance in the case of phase transitions; it relates
the heat loss across the surface to the heat accepted by the surface (changed into
surface energy, perhaps, or conducted away along the surface) and the latent heat of
the phase change, e+ — e_ .

The usual smoothness assumptions applied to q lead to the equation

pe - div q± + T± • Vv± + r,

which represents the local balance of energy in bulk.
Next we consider the balance for the surface element 32 ,

/ e-e?cv-N(i4= / TX • V^(v - v_) + • (v_ - v+) + + q5?_ + dA
J31 J 31

+ [ Td&-(y--y+) + %3ldL-
J d 31
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Requiring that this must hold for all choices of 31 and noting that the area integrals
are additive in 31, we may apply the usual sort of limiting argument (cf. [GMu, P])
first to reduce the form of the boundary contribution

Xd9l ' (V- ~ V+) + Qd3!
to one that depends solely on the (in-surface) normal v to d3l and then to prove
that it is linear as a function of that normal. We choose to make a simplifying
assumption, that this reduction is separately valid for the two parts of the term. We
then obtain a heat flux vector y and a surface tensor T, with range the tangent space
but defined for all vectors, such that

%3i = yu' = pT v ■

(We choose the transpose in the latter to make the final form more convenient.) Then
we have

/ e-e/cv-N<£4= / YT • V®(v - v_) + t« • (v_ - v ) + q^ + qr/,_ + r^ dA
J.ii
+ / r(v_ - V ) • V + y ■ v dL,

Jd&
and, assuming the usual smoothness, it follows that

£-£/cvN = Tt-V^(v-v_)+T^+-(v_-v+)+div^{r(v_-v+)}+^++(?^_+r^+div^y.

This is our fundamental equation of balance of energy on the surface; it is interesting
to note that a working term enters which involves a "stress" that does not appear in
either the force balance or the material force balance.

Finally, we consider the equation of balance between 3 and 31, obtaining

I q^± + q^± dA - 0,

so that

This can be combined with the jump condition for the heat flux and the balance
of energy for 31 to yield our first version of the energy balance for the surface:

e - e/cv • N = TT • V^(v - v_) + div^{T(v_ - v+)}
+ *>+ • (v_ - V+) + Tjg+ • (V - V+) + T#_ ■ (v - V_)

+ (q+ - O • N + M(e+ - e_) + r^ + div^ y .
We can also put this in a more symmetric, if less compact, form. We use the

equations of material balance of force and define
r+ = -r, r =r-x

in order to rewrite the work terms as follows:
TT • V^(v - v J + div^{r(v_ - v+)} + T>+ • (v_ - v+)

+ T^+-(v-v+) + T^- -(y-v-)

= TX • V^v + div^{r+v+ + r_v_} - T^+ • v+ - • V
+ r<%+ • (v - v+) + x3i- • (v -v J;
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but from previous calculations

1

and from the representation for T± , we see that
-t^_v_ = b.

The identification

T^± + Tgg± tcg± — 0 ,

-*<?+ • v+ - ' v_ = b<2,+ • v+ + bgs_ • v_ + T+N • v+ + T_N ■ v_

bcg± = ^M\±, M = p_(\-y_)- N,

of the momentum transfer terms will complete the expression. We then insert that
form into the energy equation to find the final form of the energy equation

e - e/cv • N = YT • V^v + div^{r+v+ + r_v_} + (t£g + + T^_) • V
+ + div^, y + T+ N • v+ - T_N • v_ + (q+ - q_) • N

with
+ Pje+~e_ + - 3v2](v - v_) • N,

t + r+ + r_ = o.
This equation is more symmetric than the previous one and brings into focus the
nature of the terms. The terms on the right-hand side express the work done to
reshape the surface:

tt • v^v + div^jr • v+ + r_ • v_},
the work done to translate the surface:

(X38+ + " v>

and the heat flux along the surface and the external heat supply into the surface:

rr/> + div?, y ,

while the terms involving the bulk quantities and the surface effects, namely,

T+ N • v+ - 71N • v_ + (q+ - q_) • N + p_[e+ - e_ + - ^v2](v - v_) • N,
represent the apparent loss of energy across the surface.

9. Entropy inequality. We shall not approach the entropy inequality at the same
fundamental level as the other equations: we shall introduce a (single) positive-valued
temperature field 9, presumed defined over the entire body, including 5^, and
express the entropy flux F in terms of the heat flux and this field by

= [
Jd

— dA,
n C r

dV.F(3°, 3§t) — f *-±dA+(-
Jd3" 0 J 0

F{^>,^)=( dA, F{32,0>)=f
J0>n3l V JA

F{&,2r)=[ V-^dL,
J&n.r V

F{3? ,^e)= [ dL+ f r-fdA.

^dA.
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Then the complete expression of the entropy inequality is

S(&>) > F(&>, &*),
since the other appropriate inequalities, such as 0 < , 31) + , 3°), are
guaranteed, as equalities, by the corresponding results that we obtained for the heat
flux.

Consider the first of the inequalities:

[ psdV =f [ Ms± dA> [ dA + f q~- dA + f ^ dV .
J 3° J 3snS* Jd&>\y " J 3snS" " J3d "

il versions

p* - div(^) + ~e

l3>r\S* Jd3»\5" ° J3T.9'

This inequality results in the local versions

in the bulk, and
q+ -N q„±

TMS± > T— + -f-
on the surface. Combining the + and - versions of the latter inequality, we obtain
the jump relation

+ 6
We will find it useful to rewrite this using the jump relation for the energy:

M(s_ - J+) > .

Looking at the inequality for the surface, we find

[ r/~ t]K\ • n dA> f dL+ ( g,7 + + <ly'~ +
J 31 J d3l & J 31 V

which can be reduced to the local form

5-,*y.N>di^(f) + ̂  + ̂ -+'>

'-fiA

or
div^y + f> q^+ + q^_ y-V^O

f) - Y]KV • N >   — +e e e2 '
Since

Qy+ + Qy- = ~Q.%+ ~ »
we may combine this with the jump equation to give

lvr A/ft \ ^ div^y + A> (q+-q_)-N y ■t] - t]K\ • N + M(S_ - S,) >   — H - y. y— ,
a o gz

which is a combined entropy inequality for the surface.
The entropy equations can be combined with the energy balances to devise

Claussius-Duhem relations, which serve to determine constitutive relations. The bulk
equations follow the standard reduction and become

pi// + psd < T • Vv± + iq • V6,

where (// := e - 6s is the free energy.
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The jump equation can be re-expressed by use of the jump equation for the energy

6M{s_ - j+) > M{e_ - e+) - xa+ • (v - v+) - xa_ • (v - v_)

or, finally,
M{v_-v+)< *cg+ • (v - v+) + xss_ • (v - v_).

For the surface equations, we can eliminate q9,+ + q9>_ + div^ y + rr/, by using
the energy equation to obtain

O O J
rj - r]K\ • N > e - e/cv • N - T • Vy(v - v_) - t™. • (v_ — v' -) v»_

1
0'

which then becomes

- div^{r(v_ - v+)} - -y ■ ,

O ° T
a> + rjd - a)K\ • N < T • V_^(v - v_) + r^,+ • (v_ - v+)

+ div^{r(v_ - v+)} + iy ■ V^0

if we set a> := e~ 9t] to be the surface free energy. An alternative form is generated
by the second version of the energy balance for the surface

a) + t]8- ojk\ • N < XT • V^v + div^{T+v+ + T_v_}
+ t<5?+• v++ T^_ • v_ + r+N • v+- r_N • v_

+ P-[\v\ - iV2](v - v_) • N + $y ■ .

We recall as before that T + T+ + f = 0.
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